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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {an} (n = 0, 1,2,...) b e a bounded sequence of complex numbers and 
let {e,} (n = 0, 1, 2,...) be an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space 
l2 = Z2(0, co) of square summable sequences. The operator T: l2 -+ P defined 
by Ten = ~,en+l is called the (unilateral) weighted shift associated with the 
sequence {a,}. Much attention has been paid by many authors recently to 
shift and weighted shifts on Hilbert space. In this paper we shall continue 
our study in [l] and [2] to perturbations of weighted shift T by infinite 
matrices P = (p,,). S ince two weighted shifts Te, = anen+, and Se, = pnen+r 
associated with the sequences {or,} and {j?*}, respectively, are unitarily 
equivalent whenever /01,/ = I,& 1 f or all 1z = 0, 1, 2 ,... (cf. [3, Problem 75]), 
thus without loss of generality we shall restrict our study to nonnegative 
weights. A weighted shift with a finite numbers of zero weights is the direct 
sum of a finite number of finite dimensional operators and another weighted 
shift, while a weighted shift with infinitely many zero weights could cause 
some trouble (see [3, Problem 811). We shall therefore deal with weighted 
shifts associated with positive sequences. We apply our previous results in [l] 
and [2] to obtain the following: if T is the weighted shift on I2 of square 
summable sequences, which sends (5, , tr, t2 ,...) into (0, c&a, c~tr ,... ), 
where {or,} is a positive sequence having the property that 
then T and T + KP are similar operators on I2 for all infinite 
matrices P = (p,,) with C 1 p,, 1 < co (m, n = 0, 1, 2,...) and all sufficiently 
Small complex parameters K. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In order to apply our results in [l] and [2], we need the notion of a weighted 
sequence space Z2(p) = Z2(0, co; p) f or some positive sequence p = {CL,), 
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n = 0, 1, 2,... and the unilateral shift operator S acting on it. More precisely, 
if TV = {pm} is a sequence of strictly positive numbers, we let &A) be the set of 
complex sequences (&, , [r, t2 ,...) with CzCr, p, j 5, I2 < co. With respect 
to the coordinatewise linear operations and the inner product defined bl 
((Eo , 51 , 52 ,..‘), (70 9 ?l 3 7?2 ,.‘. )> = f PnLjjn , 
lZ=O 
the set 12(p) is a Hilbert space. It is well known that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the ordinary unilateral shift operator S on /+) to be a bounded 
operator is that there exists a constant M < cc such that 
sU,P{CLn+AJ G M. (1) 
In this case, we have /I S jl < M (cf. [3, pp. 48491). 
In what follows, let {an} (n = 0, 1, 2,...) be a given (fixed) sequence of 
positive numbers. We associate with (a,} a new sequence {p,) defined by 
po= 1, 
Pn+1 =cL,%12 = fj ffZ21 n = 0, 1) 2 ,.... 
z=O 
C-4 
It can be shown easily that the operator U: Z2 + ZQ) which sends the 
sequence {l,} E I2 into the sequence {(l/~,Jl/~ 4,) E 12(p) is an isometric 
isomorphism, and the weighted shift T on l* associated with a! = {an) is 
similar to the ordinary unilateral shift S on the weighted sequence space 
/$) associated with p = {Pi} given by (2); i.e., T = U-‘SC’. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (pLn} be the sequence defined by (2) associated with 
the given sequence (or,} of positive numbers. If there exists a constant K < m 
such that 
suP~t-+zlt%n> < K n, m = 0, 1) 2 ,...) (3) 
then 01 = {ar,} is called a regular sequence and the associated weighted shift T 
is called a regular weighted shift. We set / T lu := infimum of all K satis- 
fying (3). 
Note that the ordinary unilateral shift S on I* is a regular weighted shift 
associated with the regular sequence 01 = (an = l,n = 0, 1, 2, ..) with 
(i S/I, = 1. In this case all pn = 1. 
For any two Hilbert spaces Hand H’, we let !B(H, H’) denote the Banach 
space of all bounded operators on H to H’, and b(H) = ‘B(H, H). If u is a 
vector and A is a bounded operator, then we write /I u Ij , 11 A jl and A* for 
the norm of U, the norm of A and the adjoint operator of A, respectively. We 
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use the symbol <, > both for the inner products in H and H’. 
Y = P(0, 00; H’) denotes the linear space of all sequences x = {x~}, 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., x, E H’ for which the norm 
II x II = (g II x, I12)li2 
n=o 
is finite. To each isometry S on Hand operators A and B in b(H, H’), we let 
D(A, B, S) = lf~ Y: $ I/ f AS”‘B*f(r - 1) /[ < a+ , 
7Z=l P=l 
and define 
0, n = 0; 
G(A, B, S>f(n> = n 
c ASn-ZB*f(~ - l), n > 1, 
r=l 
for eachf E D(A, B, S). G(A, B, S) is a linear operator from D(A, B, S) to Y. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let S be an isometry on H. A class ‘%(S) C s(H) of 
operators is called S-admissible, if each Q E’%(S) is a product Q = B*A of 
two operators A, B in b(H, H’) having the properties: 
(i) the operator G(A, B, S) is a bounded operator on Y into Y, and 
(ii) there exists constant C < co such that for u E H, 
~ollBSRu12~ClI~l12 and ~ollBS*n~l12~Cllulle 
(cf. [2, Definitions 2.1 and 2.21). We let C(A, B, S) = the infimum of all C 
satisfying (ii). To each Q E s(S), we set 
IQ I = max{ll W, B, S)ll , CIA, 4 S)). 
LEMMA 2.3 [2, Theorem 2.31. Let S be an isometry on H. Then for each 
Q = B*A that b I eongs to the S-admissible class ‘ill(S) and far any complex 
number K with 1 K I < + 1 Q 1 , the operators S + KQ is similar to S. The 
operator W(K) given by 
<w(K) u, w) = (u, V) + K f <AS*+‘+%, B(S + KQ)*” w>, 
Tl=O 
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for all u, v E H, is a nonsingular bounded operator on H which implements the 
similarity, i.e., we have (S + KQ) = w(K) SW(K). 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 01 = {an} be a regular sequence of positive numbers and 
let T be the associated regular weighted shif on lL of square summable sequences. 
lf P = (P,,~,) is an injnite matrzx with 
then for any complex number K with 1 K 1 < 4 1 T joL / P 1 , the operator T + KP 
is similar to T. 
We shall first prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let OL = {an} be a regular sequence of positive numbers and let 
1~ = {p,J be the sequence associated with 01 as defined by (2) and U: 1” -+ l”(p) 
be the isometric isomorphism defined in Section 2. If S is the ordinary unilateral 
shift on H = P(p), and Q = UPU-‘, where P = (pm,,) is an infinite matrix 
with 1 P 1 = x 1 p,, 1 < 00, then Q belongs to the S-admissible class %(S). 
Proof. It is easily seen that the infinite matrix Q = UPlF = (q,,,,,) 
belongs to b(H) with (1 Q 11 < 1 P I , where qmn =p,&n/&1~2. Let 
H’ = 12(p x CL) with inner product 
for u, v E H’. 
Define 
and (4) 
where 01,~~ = pmn/j p,, / , if p,, f 0 and (Y,, = 0, if p,, = 0. A routine 
computation shows that both A and B are bounded operators from H into 
H’ with /j A 11 and 11 B (I less than ) P /l/2. Moreover, A* and B*: H’ - H are 
given by 
and 
(A*% = C sw&m I P,, W2 vu,, 9 
n, 
(B*v)m = C bn I P,, l)l” vmn for v E H’ 
n 
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and B*A = Q. Since 
(BSku)mn = gyp,, (/pn)l12 Umek )
m<k 
m > k. 
We therefore have 
Thus 
< II u /I2 I T I. I P I . 
Similar estimates hold for A in place of B. It follows that the constant 
C(A, B, S) 6 I T la 1 P I . Following a familiar procedure (cf. [2, Lemma 
4.2-j) we show that G(A, B, S) is a bounded operator on Y into Y with 
II W, B, S)ll < I T IoL I P I - Consequently Q = B*A E %(S) with 
IQ fl < I T IoI I P I , by our Definition 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since P = (p,,) satisfies Cz,n=o I p,, I < 00, by 
Lemma 3.2, the operator Q = UPU-1 belongs to the S-admissible class 
s(S), where S is the ordinary shift operator on the Hilbert space H = P(p). 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that for any (K( <+I T(,lP( <(3iQI, 
there exists a nonsingular operator W(K) belongs to 23(H) such that 
W(K) SW(K)-l = S + KQ. 
Let z(K) = U-~W(K) U. Since T = U-L!i’U (or S = UTl-F), we thus 
have 
Z(K) TZ(K)-1 = U-~W(K) UT(V~W(K) U)-l 
= u-lw(K) (UTU-‘) W(K)-’ U = u-‘w(K) SW(K)-’ u 
= U-l(S + KQ) U = U-VU -f- KU-IQU = T + KP. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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Remark. For bilateral weighted shifts, our Theorem 3.1 holds for all 
1 K 1 < l/l T jU 1 P 1 (cf. [l, Remark, p. 6241). 
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